Filtering effect of cone oil droplets detected in the P-III response spectra of Japanese quail.
While absorption spectra of bird cone visual pigments have been well studied, physiological study of bird cone cells has been less advanced owing to their small sizes. We measured the P-III components of electroretinograms (ERG) from isolated retinas of Japanese quail. We recorded responses to monochromatic flashes of equal photon numbers, and found that the shape of the response spectrum is dependent on the incident direction of the flashes. The spectrum obtained with the flashes from the cornea side had a steeper peak around 500 nm than that with flashes from the receptor side. This is clear electrophysiological evidence of the filtering effect of the oil droplets in the cone cells, which has long been suspected. We analyzed these spectra with respect to the absorption spectra of cone pigments and transmittance spectra of oil droplets.